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Abstract - In this paper the analysis methods and tools
for building recommender systems performed. In modern
recommendation systems are widely used methods and
models collaborative filtering. The main problems in
collaborative filtering method: a very large dimension,
new user and new item, the initial user logon. To solve
these problems using an approach based on models.
Models are based on data mining methods. We study the
following methods of data mining: cluster analysis,
association rules, fuzzy set theory. These methods are
used in the overall scheme of collaborative filtering. The
association rule method is applied to solve the initial user
logon problem. C-means fuzzy clustering method is
applied in user-based and item-based collaborative
filtering methods. K-mode categorical clustering method
is applied to solve new user and new item problems.
Keywords – Recommender system, collaborative
filtering, cluster analysis, association rules, fuzzy set
theory.

Model of collaborative filtering is user-item matrix A
dimension mxn. Rows of the matrix correspond to the vector
of users U, column correspond to the vector of items I. Each
element of the matrix aij contains ij product rating assigned
by user ui . The rating scale is estimated to be integers aij
{1,2,3,4,5}.
The main problems in collaborative filtering method: a
very large dimension and greate sparsity matrix A, new user
and new item.
To solve these problems using an approach based on
models [4, 8]. Originally formed descriptive model of user
preferences, items and the relationship between them. Then
recommendations are formed on the basis of the obtained
model. The advantage of this approach is the availability of
the model. It gives more insight generated recommendations
and relationships in data availability. The formation of
recommendations is divided into two stages: intensive
training model in off-line mode and a fairly simple
calculation based on the recommendations of the existing
models in real time.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recommendation system compares the data collected from
users and create a list of items recommended to the user.
They are an alternative search algorithm because it helps
users to find items and information that they would not find
themselves.
Since the first works in the mid-1990s, recommendation
systems have become the subject of intense scientific
attention. During the last decade a lot of work has been done
both theoretical and applied, dedicated to the development of
recommendation systems. At present the problem of
recommendation systems keeps to himself a lot of interest. In
this area there remain many unsolved problems. Addressing
these challenges promises many opportunities for practical
application. This will allow users to cope with the huge
amount of information, and provide them the tools making
personalized recommendations. An example of a specific
application of recommendation systems can serve a system
recommendations of books, CD and other items at
Amazon.com [1], movies on MovieLens [2], news on
VERSIFI Technologies (former AdaptiveInfo.com) [3].
In modern recommendation systems are widely used
methods and models collaborative filtering [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].

II. RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON ASSOCIATION
RULES FOR THE INITIAL USER LOGON

The input data for the solution of this problem is the
matrix of user-items. The essence of the problem lies in the
fact that the user selects a specific item (movies, music
videos, books, articles, etc.). Recommender system uses the
selected item as input and recommends the user a number of
items that have chosen other users. This problem can have
two interperpretations:1) the problem of items
recommendations for the user who is already working with
the advisory system;2) the problem of recommendations
objects for the new user that implements the first login. In
the first problem, the system recommends the user to those
items that he has not chosen. In the second problem the
system recommends the user a lot of items that have been
selected by other users with the selected user data item. In
both tasks predict the possibility of user interest.
Solving these problems by using the method of mining
association rules. Formal problem mining association rules
as follows [9,10].
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Let a set of items I  i1 , i 2 ,, i m , a set of transactions

T  t 1 , t 2 ,, t k .

Each transaction is a binary vector, wherein t i (l )  1 , if
the object i l is in transaction, otherwise t i (l )  0 . Let

X, Y some subset of the set I of objects. Then associative
rule - is the implication X  Y . In this problem, a set of
items is a set of items in domain recommender system. A set
of transactions is a set of user profiles. In the user profile
vector u i ( j )  1 , if the user i selects an item j, u i ( j )  0
otherwise. In the initial matrix of user-item vectors user
profiles contain ratings of the selected items. To represent
the interests of users, each rating score is replaced by 1
(Fig.1).

Leverage ( X  Y)  sup( X  Y) 
 sup( X)  sup( Y)

(5)

The algorithm for solving the problem involves the
following steps.
Step 1: In a variety of popular sets search rules that satisfy
the condition
Sup (X  Y)  minsup

(6)

Step 2. Exclude association rules that satisfy the following
condition
conf (X  Y)  minconf

(7)

Step 3. In the resulting set reserve rules that satisfy the
condition
lift (X  Y)  1
Fig.1 Transformation user-item matrix to user-interest to
items matrix
The

resulting

U  u1 , u2 , u3 , u4  is a

matrix

(8)

Step 4. Select the top - N rules with a maximum value
leveradge (X  Y) and form a matrix of item-item of
associative links between objects.
Hypothetical example of such a matrix is shown in Fig. 2.

transaction vectors. If u i ( j )  1 the user i is interested in
the item j, if u i ( j )  0 - not interested in the item j. In
general statement of the problem for mining association
rules X  1, Y  1 . In this problem X  1, Y  1 .
Solution to the problem is to find rules:
if {ik} then {ij, j=1(1)m, j≠k}.

(1)

The problem is solved in two stages [10]: 1) search all
popular sets; 2) search association rules of the form (1) that
meet certain criteria. These criteria are the support (2),
confidence (3), lift (4), leverage (5). The input values for the
algorithm are minimal support - minsupp, minimum
confidence - minconf, N-number of top N rules.

XY
Sup ( X  Y) 
T
Conf ( X  Y) 

Lift

( X  Y) 

(4)

sup( X  Y)
sup( X)

conf(X  Y)
sup( X)

Fig.2 Example of item-item association matrix
Rows of the matrix correspond to items that the user
selects. Columns of the matrix correspond to the items will
be recommended to the user. The item can not be
recommended if the matrix element is 0.
The user logs in and selects an item ij. Then the system
recommends items from ij= 1.

III. FUZZY MODEL FOR RECOMMENDATION
(2)

(3)

Perspective is the application of methods and models of
clustering. Clustering allows divide the whole set of users
and products to compact clusters. Each cluster contains the
most similar objects. General clustering model can be
represented as follows: K - set of items and users; K1, K2, ...
Kc - clusters.
For a hard clustering the following conditions are
performed [12]:

K1  K 2   K c  K

(9)
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K i  K j  Ø; Ki, Kj ≠ Ø
K1  K 2    K c  K

pa ,i  ra

With a hard clustering each object belongs to one
For a fuzzy clustering the following conditions are
performed:

K i  K j  Ø; Ki, Kj ≠ Ø i, j
K1  K 2    K c  c K

(12)

y

il

 0; i

il

 1; l

l 1
c

y
i 1

wa ,u - coefficient of similarity for a rating vector of active

i  j (13)

user and rating vector of u user.
For the method of the item-item

(14)

pu ,i

(15)

i 1

il

1

i,n

(22)

i,n

i item and n item.
In fuzzy clustering, each product belongs to each cluster.
Degree of membership of each product to fuzzy cluster is
determined by the characteristic function

yil  (0,1) , 0  yil  1
c

y

(17)

(18)

il

1

(23)

(24)

Let Tl - vector of values characteristic function for l item.
Ml  Tl  N - vector quantity of items with the highest
ratings will be used in the forecast calculation formulas.
M lc - number of items from top-rated belonging to cluster
c.

(19)

l 1

y

u,n

uU

(16)

n

c

r w

w
uU

where wi , n - coefficient of similarity for a rating vector of

For a fuzzy clustering the following conditions are
performed [11,12,13]:

0   yil  n

(21)

a ,u

ra - the average of the rating of the active user;
ru - average rating value of the u-th user;
ru , i - rating of the i item for u user;

i 1

yil  (0,1)

a ,u

where pa ,i - rating i-th item for active users;

Let Y - matrix partition of objects into clusters. For a hard
clustering the following conditions are performed:

n

u

uU

where c is the number of clusters.

 1; l  K i
yi (l )  yil  
0; l  K i

u ,i

uU

(11)

cluster.

K1  K 2  Kc  K

 (r  r ) w

w

(10)

Then the model method the user-user (17) and the itemitem (18)

(20)

The classical model of collaborative filtering is to predict
the unknown product rating for the active user by user-user
or product-product model.
For a method user-user

c M as

pa ,i  ra 

 w

(rs ,i  rs )

a, s
m 1 s 1
c M as

 w
m 1 s 1

(25)

a, s
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If

c M as

pu ,i 

 wu , s ru ,i
(26)

 w

u,s

m 1 s 1

condition

is

met,

then

stop.

Otherwise

( l 1)

 Y , go to the step5.
Application of fuzzy clustering can improve the accuracy
of forecasting rankings by taking into account degree of
membership of each product to each cluster.
Y

m 1 s 1
c M as

the

(l )

IV. SOLVING NEW USER AND NEW ITEM PROBLEMS
For clustering applied fuzzy c-means method, which
minimizes the following functional
N

c

J m (Y, v)   ( yik ) m u k  v i
k 1 i 1

2

(27)

A

U  u1 , u2 ,, u N -set of information objects; сnumber of clusters; m- fuzziness factor; Y -fuzzy c-partition
matrix; v  v1 , v 2 ,, vc -set of vectors of the centers of
fuzzy clusters; vi  (vi1, vi 2 ,, vin ) -vector coordinates i –
where

th of cluster centers.
C-means fuzzy clustering algorithm consists of the
following steps [13].
1.Choose a random number of initial cluster centers and
placement

2c N

(28)

2.Choose option stops  .

3.Choose a fuzziness factor m (1,∞).
4.Calculate the initial values of the matrix elements of fuzzy
(0 )

partition Y .
5.Calculate the cluster centers
N

v

( l 1)
i



(y
k 1
N

k 1









Oi  xi1 , xi2 , , xim - i - th categorical object, xi j Ai j

categorical meaning

- th attribute object

Oi ,

xi j  dom( Ai j ) , dom( Ai j ) - the domain of attribute

( l 1) m
ik

) uk

(y

The main problems of the method of collaborative
filtering: large dimension and large sparse user-item matrix,
problem a new user and a new product.
Recommender system provides a forecast of a new item
for the active user based on the known ratings of items that
have already been given a new user to this. New user has no
ratings. For a new user who is registered for the first time in
the system, known only demographic information about it,
such as: age, sex, occupation, country of residence, and
education.
For a new item known only qualitative characteristics,
such as for the film: the genre, the main actor, director,
studio. Qualitative characteristics of objects and
demographic characteristics of users are nominal categorical
data. These data are qualitatively characterize the object, and
do not have a numerical evaluation. They belong to the
string data type. Only comparison operations is used when
processing of such data "equal" and "not equal". Thus
vectors qualitative characteristics of items and demographic
characteristics of users in the future can be considered as a
vector
of
categorical
data
elements.
Let
D  O1, O2 ,, On - the set of categorical objects,

, 1 i  c

(29)

( l 1) m
ik

)

values Ai j .
Categorical object

Oi can be represented as a conjunction of

attribute values

6.Calculate the metric distance

dik(l 1)  (uk  vi(l 1) )T (uk  vi(l 1) )

(30)

7.Calculate the matrix elements of fuzzy partition

( l 1)
ik

y



1
2

dik(l 1) ( m 1)
(
)

( l 1)
j 1 d jk
c

Moreover, O i  O j if xi j  xk j i  1(1) m, k  1(1) m .

(31)

Two categorical objects are equal only when they are equal
categorical components.
The distance between two categorical x and y variables is
defined as follows [14]

1 if x  y
0 if x  y

 ( x, y )  

8.Check the stop condition

Y (l )  Y (l 1)  

Oi  [ Ai1  xi1 ]  [ Ai2  xi2 ]    [ Aim  xim ] .(33)

(34)

(32)
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Let

X  x1, x2 , , xm  and Y  ( y1, y2 ,, ym ) are

two categorical objects with m categorical attributes.
Similarity measure between objects X and Y is defined as the
number of matching categorical attribute values of two
objects
m

d sim ( X, Y)    ( xi , yi )

 ( xi , yi )

in

d sim (X, Y) dependents on the frequency which meet the
values of categorical variables xi , yi in the set of categorical
objects. In the formula (36) account weights [15]

wi 

nx i  n y i
nx i n y i

,

xi , yi in the set of categorical objects.

Categorical similarity measure objects with the weight
coefficients

Let the system contains information about n users
U  U1, U2 , , Un and l items I  I1, I 2 ,, Il .





(37)

i 1







U  U1 , U 2 , , U n   Cu  Cu1 , Cu 2 , , Cu p (39)



I  I1 , I 2 , , I l   CI  CI1 , CI 2 , , CI q



(40)

3.The components of the new user profile or a new object
profile is prediction on the basis of user or object profiles
corresponding cluster.
For clustering categorical objects used method of k-modes
[15-18]:
Step 1. Select the k-modes for k clusters.
Step 2: Calculate the value of the similarity of each object
and each categorical mod.

Step 4. Determine the new modes vector for each cluster.

Mode of the sets of the categorical objects D is the vector

Q  (q1, q2 ,, qm ) that minimizes the function

Step 5. If change belonging the categorical objects to
clusters, then go to step 2, otherwise - STOP.
Let the new object X  x1, x2 , , xm assigned to the





cluster C. Then the components of the profile of the object is
predicted by the following expression

n

d (D, Q)   d sim (O i , Q)

(38)

n

y

i 1

where



Step 3. Determine the accessory of each object to the cluster
on the criterion of maximum similarity.

m

d sim ( X, Y)   wi ( xi , yi )

the algorithm k-modes.

2.The new user or a new item allocate to the cluster to
which distance to mode is maximal.

(36)

where nxi , nyi - the number of objects with categorical
variables

j

The task of the new user and a new item is solved in
several stages:
1.Clustering of categorical objects of user or item.
Suppose we have a p clusters of users or q clusters of objects

(35)

i 1

The contribution of each component

functions is necessary condition nq j  nOi at each step of

j 1

xi 

dsim (Oi , Q) is calculated by the formula (35) or

ij

s

(41)

(37).

xi - i-th component of the profile vector of the new
object; yi j - j-th component of the profile vector Yi of the

Let the frequencies vector of categorical mode components is
FQ  (nq1 , nq2 ,, nqn ) and frequencies vector of

where

categorical

object in cluster C; s - the number of non-zero components
in the vector Yi .

object

FOi  (nOi1 , nOi2 , , nOin

components
is
) , where nq j - the frequency

value categorical attribute of an mode vector, nOi - the
j

frequency value of the categorical attribute of an object

Oi

in a set of categorical objects D. To achieve the minimum

III. CONCLUSION
The paper analyzes the current state of development and
application of recommendation systems, models and
methods of construction of recommendation systems. It is
shown that the most widely used method came into
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collaborative filtering. Apply data mining techniques to
predict the recommendations. The method of fuzzy
clustering is developed, which improves the accuracy of
predicting ratings of products. The method of association
rules mining is developed, which solving the problem of
search associative items for recommendations. The method
of categorical clastering is developed, which solving the
problem of new user and new item.
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